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ABSTRACT: Increasing interactions between spin centers in
molecules and molecular materials is a desirable goal for
applications such as single-molecule magnets for information
storage or magnetic metal−organic frameworks for adsorptive
separation and targeted drug delivery and release. To maximize
these interactions, introducing unpaired spins on bridging
ligands is a concept used in several areas where such
interactions are otherwise quite weak, in particular, lanthanide-based molecular magnets and magnetic metal−organic
frameworks. Here, we use Kohn−Sham density functional theory to study how much the ground spin state is stabilized relative to
other low-lying spin states by creating an additional spin center on the bridge for a series of simple model compounds. The di-
and triradical structures consist of nitronyl nitroxide (NNO) and semiquinone (SQ) radicals attached to a meta-phenylene(R)
bridge (where R = −NH•/−NH2, −O•/OH, −CH2

•/CH2). These model compounds are based on a fully characterized SQ−
meta-phenylene−NNO diradical with moderately strong antiferromagnetic coupling. Replacing closed-shell substituents CH3 and
NH2 with their radical counterparts CH2

• and NH• leads to an increase in stabilization of the ground state with respect to other
low-lying spin states by a factor of 3−6, depending on the exchange−correlation functional. For OH compared with O•

substituents, no conclusions can be drawn as the spin state energetics depend strongly on the functional. This could provide a
basis for constructing sensitive test systems for benchmarking theoretical methods for spin state energy splittings. Reassuringly,
the stabilization found for a potentially synthesizable complex (up to a factor of 3.5) is in line with the simple model systems
(where a stabilization of up to a factor of 6.2 was found). Absolute spin state energy splittings are considerably smaller for the
potentially stable system than those for the model complexes, which points to a dependence on the spin delocalization from the
radical substituent on the bridge.

1. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the relative orientation of local electron spins in the
ground state is an important goal in molecular magnetism1 and
molecular spintronics.2 This relative orientation is often
dominated by exchange coupling and/or spin polarization,3

which leads to either ferromagnetic (parallel) or antiferromag-
netic (antiparallel) alignment of the spins in the ground state
and which can be mediated over quite long distances via closed-
shell subunits (superexchange).1,3−6 In addition to the local
spin arrangement in the ground state, the energetic separation
from other relative spin orientations is important for designing
molecule-based magnets and spintronic devices or materials.
For certain lanthanide complexes, it has been found that

while they exhibit remarkable single-ion magnetic anisotropy,
coupling of multiple magnetic centers by typical closed-shell
bridging ligands is weak. Long and co-workers solved this
problem by introducing a spin-polarized bridge7−10 that
couples antiferromagnetically to each lanthanide center,
resulting in parallel alignment of the (larger) lanthanide
magnetic moments and a considerably larger total magnetic
moment. Related complexes have been synthesized and
characterized using organic radical bridging ligands11−13 and
3d transition-metal centers.14

Radical bridges are also interesting for other cases in which
closed-shell linkers only weakly couple spins, such as magnetic
metal−organic frameworks (MOFs),15,16 where spin-polarized
transition-metal centers are bridged by organic linkers. The
length of these organic linkers is known to play a decisive role
in tuning the pore size.17,18 With increasing length of the
linkers, the interactions between the spin centers decrease
(often but not necessarily exponentially3−6). This problem may
be solved by employing radical linkers, which could mediate the
exchange spin coupling between the magnetic subunits and
stabilize the ground state against the remaining spin states.19 A
first example of a porous material based on a covalent organic
framework of nickel porphyrins with postsynthetically function-
alized radical linkers was given in 2015, but the focus was on
electrochemical energy storage and not on magnetic proper-
ties.20 Otherwise, several MOFs with radical linkers have been
synthesized, but so far, a combination of magnetic properties
with suitable permanent porosity has been difficult to realize.
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Radical bridging ligands have also been studied with respect
to their influence on the electronic structure of ruthenium
mixed-valence complexes21,22 and on the charge-recombination
dynamics in electron donor−bridge−electron acceptor systems,
for which the effects of introducing different spin densities on
the bridge have been studied using tert-butylphenylnitroxide
radical groups centrally attached to meta-linked phenyl
bridges.23,24 Spin-bearing mixed-valence semiquinone (SQ)−
Co(III)(pyridine)2−catecholates linking nitronyl nitroxide
(NNO) radicals have also been investigated as model systems
for exchange interactions between localized spins and the spins
of itinerant electrons.25

While the idea of using radical linkers or bridges for
increasing interactions between spin centers has been widely
accepted and applied, there exists a dearth of systematic studies
on the relation between the chemical structure of the radical
bridge and (a) the spin arrangement in the ground state and
(b) its stabilization with respect to spin excitations. Our goal is
to assess by how much spin-polarized bridging ligands can
stabilize the relative local spin orientation in the ground spin
state, measured as the energy between the ground state and the
first excited spin state (obtained by inverting the spin
orientation on one spin center), using Kohn−Sham density
functional theory (KS-DFT) calculations. Because spin state
energetics are known to depend strongly on the approximate
exchange−correlation functional, in particular, on the amount
of exact exchange admixture,26,27 we compare a range of
functionals with different amounts of exact exchange, including
the double-hybrid B2PLYP, in which, apart from replacing part
of the exchange functional by a Hartree−Fock expression, a
perturbation-theory-based part is mixed into the correlation
functional.28 Additionally, we test the influence of Grimme’s
empirical dispersion correction.29

As simple computational model systems, we have chosen a
set of organic di- and triradicals in which a NNO and a SQ
radical with one unpaired electron each are connected by a
spin-1/2 meta-phenylene(R•) bridge (where R• = −NH•, −O•,
−CH2

•) or the analoguous closed-shell bridges to which the
radical units are attached via ethynyl spacers in the meta
position relative to NNO and SQ (see Figure 1 for a general

structural model and Figure 2 for detailed structures). In the
meta position to these two radicals, a third substituent, X, is
attached that may be a radical or a closed-shell group. These
structures are abbreviated as NNO−X(Spacer)−SQ. The
choice of spin centers was inspired by systems studied
experimentally by two of the authors and their co-workers,

modeling the charge-separated state of electron donor−
bridge−acceptor systems.4 For comparison, para-substituted
di- and triradicals were investigated, which due to their
asymmetric substitution pattern are synthetically challenging
and are therefore discussed in the Supporting Information. The
model substituents directly attached to the benzene rings are
either small radicals, XCH2

•, XNH•, and XO•, or the
corresponding closed-shell groups obtained by adding a
hydrogen atom, XCH3, XNH2, and XOH. The ethynyl
spacers prevent unfavorable steric interactions between the
individual components of the system, which ensures that purely
electronic effects are studied.
The bridges under investigation here are identical to those

studied theoretically in our group with respect to their “spin
filtering” properties.30 In that study, significant differences were
found between the three radical substituents. As a relationship
between electron transport/transfer and exchange spin
coupling has been noted since the 1950s,4,31−35 it will be
interesting to determine whether the three radical substituents
also lead to quite different behavior when affecting spin
coupling in organic radicals.
The “X” radical substituents are not stable under

experimental conditions. Therefore, we additionally consider
a complex in which the benzene ring of the bridge is
functionalized by a stable nitroxyl radical substituent (abbre-
viated as NO) or its closed-shell counterpart (NOH), in which
the SQ moiety is protected by a zinc complex as employed in
previous work4 and where the synthetically demanding ethynyl
linkers have been eliminated (resulting in the structure NNO−
NO−SQ(Zn); see Figure 2). To bridge the gap to the model
systems, this structure is compared with NNO−NH−SQ(Zn),
NNO−NH−SQ, and the corresponding closed-shell bridge
diradicals. Given that these second-generation computational
models have been constructed using more chemically stable
organic radical substituents on the bridge, they may be regarded
as suitable targets for synthetic chemists in the field. This
comparison will allow us to judge the transferability of the
calculations on model systems to the synthetically accessible
ones.
This article is organized as follows: after briefly summarizing

the KS-DFT description of organic radicals with multiple spin
centers using Noodleman’s broken-symmetry (BS) approach36

and local spin analysis37−39 in section 2, we present the
computational methodology (section 3). In section 4.1.1, we
discuss the dependence of spin state energy splittings on radical
versus closed-shell bridges and on the choice of the exchange−
correlation functional and then illustrate these findings with
plots of magnetic orbitals. In section 4.1.2, we discuss trends in
local spin distributions. In section 4.2, the influences of the
ethynyl spacer and the stabilizing zinc complex on the spin state
energetics and local spins are evaluated, and the potentially
synthesizable NNO−NOH/NO−SQ(Zn) di- and triradical
pairs are investigated. Additional molecular orbital (MO) plots,
local spins for the systems in section 4.2, spin densities,
molecular Cartesian coordinates, and results for para-
substituted model systems are provided in the Supporting
Information.40

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
We describe molecular electronic structures and energies in the
framework of spin-unrestricted KS-DFT,41,42 in which the
kinetic energy is calculated using a reference system of
noninteracting Fermions and all unknown parts of the

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the partitioning scheme for the
systems under study into the NNO radical, bridge (radical or closed-
shell), and SQ radical.
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electronic energy are summarized in an exchange−correlation
functional.
The spin multiplicity of a molecule is determined by the

expectation value of the total spin operator ⟨Ψ|S ̂2|Ψ⟩ = S(S +
1)ℏ2, where S refers to the spin quantum number, ℏ to Planck’s
constant divided by 2π, and Ψ to the molecular wave function.
In the absence of external magnetic fields and neglecting special
relativity, the energies of all states of a spin multiplet are the
same. While such expectation values are (at least in principle)
straightforward to evaluate in wave function theory, it is not
clear how to calculate them in KS-DFT. In practice, they are
usually obtained by plugging the wave function of the
noninteracting Kohn−Sham reference system ΦKS into the
expectation value. This practice has been challenged as its
theoretical justification is unclear.43−51 If one accepts it, the
⟨ΦKS|S ̂2|ΦKS⟩ expectation value can be used as a measure for
whether a KS wave function corresponds to a pure spin state,
and if it does not, spin projection can be applied to obtain a
pure spin state, which for spin states other than the high-spin

state will result in a multdeterminant KS wave function,
analogous to wave function theory. Such a procedure based on
spin projection has been proposed by Noodleman for
calculating Heisenberg coupling constants as a measure of
spin coupling from a Kohn−Sham wave function describing a
ferromagnetically coupled state (which is usually a pure spin
state) and one describing an antiferromagnetically coupled
state, which due to its one-determinant nature is usually a
mixture of spin states (BS determinant).36 This is the standard
approach to spin coupling in quantum chemistry.
It has also been suggested that the spin-symmetry breaking

resulting from describing a system with multireference
character (in wave function theory) by one determinant in
KS-DFT is not only possible but “that the correct solution of
the Kohn−Sham equations in LSD or GGA is the fully self-
consistent BS single determinant of lowest total energy”43 and
that BS DFT yields realiable energies despite its inaccurate spin
densities (see ref 51 and references therein). Combinations of
KS-DFT with multireference approaches are under steady

Figure 2. (Top) Relative spin state energies of meta-connected ethynyl-bridged model radicals as studied in section 4.1 for different exchange−
correlation functionals (legend given in the bottom right plot). (Bottom) Relative spin state energies of a potential synthetic target NNO−NO−
SQ(Zn) system (all three studied in section 4.2). For both diradicals (resulting from a closed-shell bridge) and triradicals (with a radical bridge),
energies are given with respect to the ferromagnetically coupled state (↑↑ or ↑↑↑). B2PLYP* refers to the B2PLYP functional employing 100% DFT
correlation rather than the original 27% admixture of MP2 correlation.
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development (see, e.g., refs 51 and 52) but not straightfoward
to employ in practice and computationally far more expensive
than KS-DFT.
If one argues that spin projection is not necessary as the

obtained ⟨ΦKS|S ̂2|ΦKS⟩ is not a measure for spin and thus does
not prevent the energy of the BS determinant from being
interpreted as the energy of the antiferromagnetically coupled
state,43 this will result in spin state energies being multiplied by
a constant factor (which depends on the number of unpaired
spins on each spin center) compared with an approach using
spin projection. Because this does not affect qualitative
conclusions and because the choice of the exchange−
correlation functional typically has a much larger effect on
spin state energy splittings than the question of whether to use
spin projection or not, for simplicity, we have chosen to directly
interpret BS energies as the energies of pure spin states. Their
spin multiplicity is evaluated by interpreting the expectation
value of the z component of the spin vector, MS = ⟨ΦKS|
Sẑ|ΦKS⟩, as a measure for the spin quantum number S.
Apart from quantitative predictions, a qualitative under-

standing of magnetic couplings in molecules is essential. An
important means of qualitatively characterizing electronic
structures is through local properties,53 in this context local
spins.37−39 These may be obtained by defining atoms (or other
subunits) A in molecules in analogy to population analysis,
resulting in local spins

⟨ ̂ ⟩ = −α βS N N
1
2
( )zA A A (1)

where NA
α is the electron population assigned to center A for

spin-up or majority electrons and NA
β is for spin-down or

minority electrons. These may be obtained within the Mulliken
partitioning scheme applied here54,55 as a sum over matrix
product elements for all atom-centered basis functions |μ⟩
located on A

∑=α

μ

α
μμ

∈

N P S( )A
A (2)

where Pα is the density matrix55 for spin-up electrons, S is the
basis function overlap matrix with the elements Sμν = ⟨μ|ν⟩,
and NA

β is defined analogously. It has been shown that while
local charges often depend considerably on the atom-centered
basis set and on the local partitioning scheme employed, local
spins are much more robust with respect to the choice of these
parameters.38 A local spin of 1/2 corresponds to one unpaired
spin-up electron on this part of the molecular structure.

3. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
All molecular structures were optimized within spin-unre-
stricted KS-DFT for each spin state with the BP86 func-
tional,56,57 while for all other functionals, single-point
calculations were carried out on the BP86-optimized structures
in the respective spin state. Spin state energetics were evaluated
with six different exchange−correlation functionals: two pure
functionals, BP8656,57 and TPSS,58 one pure functional
featuring Grimme’s dispersion correction, TPSS-D,29 two
hybrid functionals with 10 and 20% Hartree−Fock exchange,
respectively, TPSSH59 and B3LYP,60,61 and the double-hybrid
functional B2PLYP,28 which features 53% Hartree−Fock
exchange and an admixture based on second-order perturbation
theory to the correlation functional (results are given in the
Supporting Information). Ahlrichs’s triple-ζ split-valence basis

set with polarization functions on all atoms, def-TZVP,62,63 was
used throughout. For all pure functionals, the resolution-of-the-
identity approach was employed.64−66 For the self-consistent-
field algorithm, a convergence criterion of 10−7 au was chosen
for the change in energy, and for the molecular structure
optimization, a maximum gradient norm of 10−4 au was used.
The electronic structure calculations in section 4.1 were carried
out with TURBOMOLE 6.0, and in section 4.2, they used the
TURBOMOLE 6.6 quantum chemistry program packages,65,66

respectively.
To obtain electronic structures of BS determinants, a

restrained optimization scheme67 was used. This term refers
to an automatized scheme for guiding the self-consistent field
(SCF) algorithm toward a BS solution. In contrast to
constrained optimization, where the local spins on the radical
centers would be fixed, the algorithm only assures that the
values of these local spins are within a window defined by the
user. The radical centers for which the local spins are evaluated
were defined as the formally spin-carrying atom and all atoms
on which this spin is predominantly delocalized, that is, all N
and O atoms in the NNO radical and the carbon atom of the
SQ ring directly attached to the bridge, along with its two next-
nearest neighbors in the ring. This is indicated by the term
“restrained”, which is borrowed from Molecular Dynamics
simulations. If there is an energetic minimum within this
window (which is usually the case if the window is defined by
chemically reasonable values), the result is the same as what
would have been achieved by an unconstrained optimization
but without the need for constructing an elaborate initial guess
to ensure convergence to the desired solution.
To evaluate local spins,38 a local version of TURBOMOLE’s

MOLOCH was used as implemented at ETH Zurich. MOs were
plotted using MOLDEN

68 and POVRAY.69 All MOs were plotted
with an isosurface value of 0.02.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Lewis structures of the triradicals employed in this study
(as described in the Introduction) are shown in Figure 2. The
orientation of local spins on the NNO, the bridge, and the SQ
radical units are designated as “up” (↑) or “down” (↓) (where
“up” by convention refers to majority or α spins and “down” to
minority or β spins). For example, “↑↑↓” refers to a state in
which the NNO and the radical substituent on the bridge
couple ferromagnetically and the spins on the bridge and on the
SQ unit couple antiferromagnetically.

4.1. Model Systems. 4.1.1. Relative Spin State Energies
and Frontier Orbitals. The spin state energies of the diradicals
shown in Figure 2 reveal that the meta-connected diradicals
with closed-shell bridges have an antiferromagnetically coupled
ground state (↑↓) for all functionals except for the B2PLYP
functional (where we find strong ferromagnetic coupling).
Experimental findings for very similar systems suggest that the
coupling in the ground state is antiferromagnetic, which is in
agreement with our findings (excluding B2PLYP).4 The spin
state energy splittings obtained from B2PLYP when employing
100% DFT correlation rather than the original 27% admixture
of MP2 correlation agree qualitatively (although the
quantitative deviations are still large) with the results obtained
with other functionals, which indicates that the MP2 part causes
these qualitative deviations (see Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information).
When using radical bridges for the meta-connected systems,

the ↓↑↑ state becomes the ground state, still showing
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antiparallel alignment between NNO and SQ, while the spin of
the X radical substituent spin is oriented parallel to the spin of
the SQ subunit. This is true for all three radical substituents and
for all functionals. The only exception is again the B2PLYP
functional, which qualitatively deviates from all other func-
tionals in all cases. These deviations are found to be caused by
the MP2 correction, which can be seen from the B2PLYP*
results (without MP2 correction). Therefore, these results are
not further considered in the discussion about the increase in
the stabilization of the ground spin state with respect to other
low-lying spin states. The B2PLYP* functional features an exact
exchange admixture of 53%, which corresponds to a
considerable increase compared to the other functionals
employed in our study. The resulting spin state energies have
the same order as that with the other functionals employed, but
the energy differences are increased considerably. This further
confirms the trend observed in our data: the more exact
exchange, the larger the spin state energy differences.

The preference for ferromagnetic coupling between X and
SQ can be rationalized by the magnetic MOs70 located on these
parts of the structure. The contours of these MOs can be used
to estimate the exchange integral, which contributes to
ferromagnetic coupling.71 Magnetic MOs roughly correspond
to the singly occupied MOs in the BS determinant modeling
the antiferromagnetically coupled state. Note that well-defined
magnetic MOs could be obtained from the canonical ones by
corresponding orbital transformation.70 However, as all non-
canonical MOs, the Lagrangian multipliers associated with
these MOs cannot be interpreted as orbital energies. The
coupling between X and SQ can therefore approximately be
attributed to the HOMOβ and HOMO−1α in the first three
rows of Figure 3 having coefficients on shared atoms, which
should lead to a nonzero exchange integral.71 The anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between NNO and X is not obvious
from similar MO arguments as both HOMOα (located on
NNO) and HOMOβ (located mainly on the bridge) for X

Figure 3. Top three rows: Effectively singly occupied MOs for the meta-connected triradicals for the XCH2/NH/O radical substituents on the
bridge and ethynyl spacer; ↑↓↑ determinant, B3LYP/def-TZVP. Bottom row: The same for XO using BP86/def-TZVP and TPSS/def-TZVP. The
abbreviations at the top indicate whether the orbital is mainly located on the NNO unit, the bridge (B), or the SQ. The MOs of the ↑↓↑ determinant
were chosen because they roughly correspond to (localized) magnetic orbitals and thus can help in qualitatively understanding exchange coupling in
these systems.
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NH• and XO• share common atoms. For XCH2
•, the two

MOs are spatially separate, suggesting small spin coupling. This
tendency in one of the MOs to localize may partially explain
the different behavior of the NNO−X coupling compared with
the X−SQ coupling. It may also explain why for XCH2

• and
XNH• it is energetically more favorable to flip the spin on
NNO rather than on SQ, leading to the ↑↑↑ spin state. The
next-highest-energy spin state for these two substituents is the
all-antiferromagnetic one, which can be obtained from the ↓↑↑
ground state by flipping the spin on the SQ, ↑↓↑, and the
overall least favorable is the one where NNO and X couple
ferromagnetically and X and SQ antiferromagnetically (↑↑↓).
Again, this is consistent between all functionals for those two
substituents. The absolute values of spin state energy splittings
are surprisingly independent of X for XCH2

• and XNH•.
For XO•, the situation is somewhat less clear. While the ↓

↑↑ state is always the ground state as before, the energetic order
of the remaining states depends on the exchange−correlation
functional. This can be rationalized to some extent by the

dependence of the nature of the magnetic MOs on the
exchange−correlation functional. For XO•, the B3LYP
HOMOβ shown in the third row of Figure 3 is delocalized
on NNO, while the HOMOβ for TPSS (bottom row in Figure
3) is delocalized on the NNO group to a lesser extent, and for
the BP86 functional, the HOMOβ is nearly fully localized on
the bridge (second row from the bottom in Figure 3). The
MOs obtained with pure functionals are similar in shape to the
BP86 ones, and the ones obtained with hybrid functionals are
similar to the B3LYP MOs. In contrast, for the other two
substituents, the contours of the magnetic MOs are relatively
independent of the functional. (For B2PLYP, HOMOα and
HOMOα-1 are exchanged with respect to their energetic order
compared with the other hybrid functionals for all X(Spacer)
structures.)
Comparing the ground-state spin configurations of the

diradicals and the triradicals, the coupling between the NNO
and SQ units is not changed qualitatively by the presence of the
radical substituent on the bridge. However, the energy

Figure 4. Mulliken local spins for the NNO, SQ, and bridge fragments calculated with different exchange−correlation functionals. Basis set: def-
TZVP.
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differences between the ground state (↓↑ or ↓↑↑) and the next-
highest state (the all-ferromagnetically coupled ↑↑ or ↑↑↑)
increase significantly in most cases. For example, considering
the NNO−CH3(Spacer)−SQ and NNO−CH2

•(Spacer)−SQ,
the splitting between the all-ferromagnetically coupled state and
the ground state is 4.4 (TPSS, TPSS-D, and TPSSH) to 6.2
(BP86) times larger for the radical bridge compared with that
of the closed-shell bridge. For NNO−NH2(Spacer)−SQ and
NNO−NH• (Spacer)−SQ, the increase in stabilization of the ↓
↑ or ↓↑↑ state due to introduction of a radical bridge is by a
factor of 4.9 (BP86) to 5.2 (B3LYP) (more details are given in
Table S7 of the Supporting Information).
Interestingly, the more hybrid the character in the functional,

the larger the spin state splittings (the functionals in Figure 2
are ordered from left to right according to increasing hybrid
character). This is in contrast to reports of larger exact
-exchange admixtures favoring the high-spin state in mono-
nuclear transition-metal complexes.26,27 Exceptions to this
“rule” are the ↑↓↑ states and all BP86 spin state energies for
the O(Spacer) bridge when compared with TPSS. The reason
for this unconventional behavior may be that the NNO and SQ
radical units feature qualitatively very different spin density
distributions, which results in bridges that usually couple
ferromagnetically (such as meta-connected benzene units), now
leading to antiferromagnetic coupling and vice versa for para-
phenylene bridges.4,72 Note that in this work, different
functionals are employed primarily to ensure that our
qualitative conclusions are not an artifact of an arbitrarily
chosen functional. The behavior found for the systems under
study here differing from transition-metal complexes is highly
interesting but will be left for future work due to the reasons
just mentioned.
Adding an empirical dispersion correction minimally

influences spin state energetics, as can be seen by comparing
the TPSS and TPSS-D results, except for a slight downshift of
energies relative to the ↑↑↑ state for the O(Spacer) bridge
upon adding the correction term. Additional MO plots for all
spin states are provided in section 5 of the Supporting
Information.40

4.1.2. Local Spins. Local spins summed over the relevant
parts of the structures under study (NNO radical unit, bridge B,
SQ radical unit) are a valuable tool for quantifying changes in
molecular electronic structure. In Figure 4, these sums over
local spins calculated from the Mulliken partitioning scheme
(see eq 1) are reported for all structures, spin states, and
functionals under study. A (summed-up) local spin of 0.5 au
corresponds to one unpaired electron located on a specific
fragment of the molecular structure. The bridges have been
defined to include the CC spacers. Selected plots of the spin
densities may be found in the Supporting Information.40

A part of the SQ’s spin is delocalized on the bridge. This
portion decreases from about 0.07 to 0 with increasing exact
exchange in the functional for all systems under study. This
corresponds to the well-known trend of more pronounced spin
localization for a larger exact exchange admixture (compare,
e.g., ref 38). Also, for all other systems, there is a clear trend
toward more spin localization on the NNO and SQ radical
units with an increasing exact exchange admixture, while the
spin on the bridge increases or decreases depending on the
relative spin orientation compared to the NNO and SQ units.
In most cases, the variation of the subsystems’ local spins does
not exceed 0.07. The main exceptions are the two XO
systems, for which the most pronounced variations with respect

to the functional had already been found in the spin state
energetics and the nature of the MOs.

4.2. Comparison with Second-Generation Computa-
tional Models: Toward Possible Synthetic Targets. The
model systems discussed above feature chemically unstable spin
centers on the bridge. Another concern is the SQ unit, which
needs to be stabilized, for example, by a coordinated zinc
complex ion as in the experimentally studied systems.4 Also,
introducing ethynyl spacers may prove to be a synthetic
challenge. To test how far these findings for the model systems
can be transferred to structures that are likely accessible by
chemical synthesis, we compare our results with the triradical
NNO−NO−SQ(Zn), where “NO” is a stable nitroxyl-based
radical substituent (Figure 2) and its analogous closed-shell
bridge diradical NNO−NOH−SQ(Zn) is obtained by adding a
hydrogen. We “interpolate” between the simple model systems
and the possible synthetic target by changing in a stepwise
fashion the three features that distinguish them. Thus, we
compare the following four structures: NNO−NH(spacer)−
SQ, NNO−NH−SQ, NNO−NH−SQ(Zn), and NNO−NO−
SQ(Zn). The B2PLYP functional has not been considered here
because it always displayed qualitative deviations from the other
functionals in the previous section.
The nature of the ground state does not change when going

from a simple model system to a possible synthetic target; for
all four structures under discussion in this section, the
energetically most stable spin orientation is ↓↑ for the diradicals
and ↓↑↑ for the spin-polarized bridge triradicals (see Figure 2
bottom row; for coupling constants, see the Supporting
Information). The magnetic exchange coupling constants for
the potentially synthesizable system are found to be between
−14.2 (BP86) and −38.5 cm−1 (B3LYP). This is the same
order of magnitude as the coupling constant experimentally
determined for an analogous meta-phenylene bridged diradical
(without NOH substituent) as synthesized by one of the
authors,72 which was found to be −31.8 cm−1. As above, spin
state energy splittings generally increase with the increasing
exact exchange admixture in the exchange−correlation func-
tional. The energetic ordering of the different spin states is also
quite unaffected by the details of the structure and the
functional, except for a crossover between the ↑↓↑ and ↑↑↑
orientations at higher exact exchange for the Zn-containing
structures.
For the closed-shell bridge diradicals, introducing ethynyl

spacers decreases spin state energy splittings, as expected.
Binding the Zn(II) ion to the SQ radical has the same effect,
which appears to be related to the larger torsional angle
between the SQ(Zn) moiety and the bridge originating from
the sterically demanding zinc complex (Table S8 in the
Supporting Information). This possibly leads to weaker
communication when compared with the NNO−NH−SQ
complex. For the triradicals, this decrease is surprisingly less
pronounced. However, replacing the model radical substituent
NH by the more synthetically accessible sterically protected
nitroxyl radical leads to significantly reduced absolute spin state
energy splittings for the triradicals.
From a qualitative point of view, in the NNO−NO−SQ(Zn)

system, the stabilization of the ground state with respect to the
next-highest spin state ranges from 3.0 for TPSS-D and B3LYP
to 3.5 for TPSS, while they are about twice as large in the
NNO−NH−SQ(Zn) model system, where the stabilization is
between 5.5 for TPSS-D and 6.0 for TPSSH and B3LYP. This
is found to correlate with the much lower degree of spin
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delocalization on the phenyl ring for the NO-substituted bridge.
For the NH system, 40−47% of the total spin is found on the
phenyl ring (depending on the spin state and the functional),
while in the case of the NO triradical, the spin contributions on
the phenyl ring are between 6 and 24% (see also Table S6 in
the Supporting Information). The effect of this substitution is
less pronounced for the diradicals. Still, the overall conclusions
that can be drawn from the model systems are highly
transferable to a system that may be synthetically achievable.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the stabilization of the ground
state with respect to spin flips that derive from introducing a
spin on the bridge for a range of meta- (and para-connected)
benzene-ring-based bridges connecting a NNO and a SQ
radical unit. Replacing a closed-shell substituent on the bridge
by a radical substituent XCH2

• or XNH• increases this
stabilization by a factor of about 3−6. However, it should be
noted that for all systems the B2PLYP functional qualitatively
deviates from all other functionals. This suggests that radical
bridges are an effective means of stabilizing the ground-state
spin configurations. Systems possessing an XO• substituent
are much more sensitive to the choice of exchange−correlation
functional than both their closed-shell analogues and the
equivalent triradicals with XCH2

• or XNH•. The XO
model systems may serve as a starting point for simplified
small-model systems that can be treated by accurate correlated
electronic structure methods. If they show the same erratic
dependence on the functional as the XO systems that we
have studied here, they may serve as sensitive test cases for
evaluating and constructing more reliable exchange−correlation
functionals for spin state energetics.
Comparing our model systems with a potentially synthesiz-

able meta-bridged structure revealed good qualitative agree-
ment in terms of spin state energetics. The potentially realizable
complex discussed in this work shows a maximal stabilization of
the ground state up to a factor of 3.5 compared with that of the
diradical, while for the model systems and complexes
constructed as interpolations between the two, the stabilization
may be up to twice as large (e.g., a factor of 6). Furthermore,
the absolute spin state energy splittings are smaller in the
potentially stable complex. This difference is mainly attributed
to the change of the radical substituent from a simple NH
group in the simple model to a sterically protected nitroxyl
group in the possible synthetic target. This is in line with the
decreasing delocalization of spin density from the radical
substituent onto the phenyl ring, underlining the crucial
influence of the bridge. To obtain an optimal stabilization of
the ground state with respect to spin flips, further effort must be
expended in the study of different radical bridges and how they
affect spin state energetics. These considerations will be
addressed in future work.
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